Data Entry

What you will need at this Station:

1. 1 table
2. 2 volunteers
3. 2 Laptop(s) (one per volunteer)
4. Extension Cord/Power Source
5. Master Score Sheet Excel document, loaded onto each laptop (template provided by GAWP)
6. Pens

What happens at this Station:

Student Score Sheets are dropped off and data is entered throughout the day as students/teams complete the stations.

Scoring is on one (1) Score Sheet for Dimensions, Materials, and Hydraulics; each student/team has/have separate Score Sheets (one from each judge) from the Subjective Judges.

While scores are entered throughout the day, winners cannot be determined until all scores are in. Your overall winners (1st, 2nd, and 3rd place) should be discounted from the honorary awards. As the top finishers, they will also have the top scores in most honorary categories; the honorary categories are intended to recognize other students/teams who have demonstrated excellence in particular areas but did not place in the overall competition.